}

Ref’s must wear face covering at all times
◦ Mask break are allowed when 6ft away from any players/spectators

}

Keep 6-10ft distance from everyone

}

Provide full name to both coaches, for contact tracing

}

Ref’s must use a signaling device, or whistle under their mask

Referees are NOT
COVID Police

}

All players inside the field of play must wear a face covering.
◦ Masks must be ear loop mask, no gaiters

}

All players outside the field of play (i.e. substitutes) must wear
a face covering at all times

}

Coaches must also wear masks at all times

}

Flexibility will be allowed for subs and procedures to allow
players to participate and accommodate for the wearing of
face coverings.

}

Sub can be made at any stoppage if a child needs a mask
break, or just a rest.

}

Drop Ball is now replaced with an Indirect Free Kick (IFK)
◦ Opponent 10yds away
◦ Same team 2yds

}

If outside the penalty area
◦ An IFK is awarded to the team that would have received the dropped ball.

}

If inside the penalty area
◦ An IFK is awarded to the defending team

** a drop ball is used whenever the Ref needs to stop play (usually player going down on knee) **

}

The following “offense” will be punished with an IFK classified as “playing in a
dangerous manner” for fall 2020:
◦ Any heading of the ball
◦ Any physical challenge to an opponent before the ball is played; and Any “slide tackling” an
opponent.
 Foot-to-ball tackles (e.g. toe poke, foot blocks) are permissible.
 “Going to the ground” to save a ball from going out of touch or to stop a long ground pass is not
considered a “tackle” and is permissible as long as no players are within 6 feet
 A goalkeeper in the process of making a save is permissible.
 Ref’s will be calling shoulder to shoulder contact, its a subjective call, be patient while they figure it
out.

*A player shall not be cautioned for the above**

}

Opposing team must remain a minimum of 10 yards from the
kicker/ball
◦ The use of a traditional defensive wall is currently suspended.

}

Team awarded the free kick must
◦ Remain a minimum of 2 yards (6 feet) from any teammate and/or any
opponent prior to the free kick.

}

The Throw In is now replaced with an Indirect Free Kick (IFK)
◦ The ball shall be placed on the ground (by feet only, do not ever touch the
ball with your hands), on the touchline, or outside the field of play, within 1
yard of the spot where the ball left the field of play
◦ Resulting IFK is to be taken in accordance with Law 13 and other provisions
due to this guidance (opposing team 10yds, same team 2yds)
◦ Ball can be kicked directly into penalty area
◦ A player may be penalized for offside due to this modification

}

The Corner Kick is replaced with an Indirect Free Kick (IFK)
◦ Similar to a Corner Kick, the ball must be placed within the corner arc
nearest to the point where the ball passed over the goal line;
◦ A player may be penalized for offside due to this modification; and
◦ A goal may no longer be scored directly from the resulting kick.
This is an update since the GYSA COVID PROTOCOLS paper in your
COVID Kits were printed. This is more relaxed than that modification.

}

Yes there can be a socially distanced coin toss OR the Away
team can select which half they want to take the kick-off

}

No rosters or players cards

}

Face coverings must have ear loops, no gaiters

}

A kick-in can go directly into the opponents penalty area, but
offsides can be called

}

Previously, the ball was deemed 'dead' until it left the penalty
area, but this new change means that the ball is in play as
soon as it is touched
◦ Ball can be played by opponent inside the 18-yard box but opponent
must be lined up outside of penalty area.
◦ Ball can be passed to a teammate in the 18yd box

}

Officials are now allowed to show coaches red/yellow cards
◦ Previously they were issued infractions verbally

}

A free kick or penalty will be awarded if:
◦ The ball goes into the goal after touching an attacking player's hand/arm
◦ A player gains control/possession of the ball after it touches their hand/arm
and then scores, or creates a goal-scoring opportunity
◦ The ball touches a player's hand/arm which has made their body unnaturally
bigger
◦ The ball touches a player's hand/arm when it is above their shoulder (unless
the player has deliberately played the ball which then touches their hand/arm)

}

There is no offense if:
◦ The ball touches a player's hand/arm directly from their own head/body/foot or the
head/body/foot of another player who is close/near
◦ the ball touches a player's hand/arm which is close to their body and has not made their
body unnaturally bigger
◦ If a player is falling and the ball touches their hand/arm when it is between their body and
the ground to support the body (but not extended to make the body bigger)
◦ If the goalkeeper attempts to "clear" (release into play) a throw-in or deliberate kick from a
teammate but the "clearance" fails, the goalkeeper can then handle the ball

